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LONDON alP11 - Moscow Rath"
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by Marjorie &treat. Buie,
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68
quet at Kenlake Hotel Saturday of Murray High and a graduate ville, Tenn.; Jay Bland and Mrs. husband. Henry Winograd. Chic- and Mrs, J. It. Mahan; site daugh- increa4e en air travel." ttieloroaa- Thomas Hubert Earheart. Rt. 3,
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cait said.
Continued on Page Eight
B. Keersner,
(continued on back page)
Huntington, W Vs. 62.
the presidents of the two classes. the school from '39 to '59. Mr. mar Outland; and husband, Brent and husband.
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THURSDAY — AUGUST 13, 1959
erase,

IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
New School Buildings
$130,000
Planning Commission with Professional
Consultation

SAN BERNARDINO FOREST BLACKENED-Smoke rises from
the forest tire which had by this time blackened 10.000 acres
crt the San Bernardino National forest In California. The
fire is in the Lake Gregory area, Lake Arrowhead is in foreground. Some 1,700 fire fighters were battling the blaze.

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Industrial Expansion
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
Widened Streets In Some Areas
Cautioned Home Building
Airpotrt For Murray
City Audttorium

• •

•

Nellie Fox Will Swap Chaw For
Chunk Of First Pennant Melon
.

,
•

•••
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THURSDAY — AUGUST 13, 1959

Chicago 11 Los Angeles 8
Pittsburgh 6 Philadelprna 2, night
Milwaukee 6 Cincinnati 4, night
Only games scheduled.
Teday's Games
San Francisco at Chicago
Los Angeles at St Louis. nisht
Milwaukee at Cincinnati. night
Only games ys
: duled,
:theGames
, San Francisco at Chicago
Cincinnati at Philadelphia, night
Milwaukee at Pittsburgh. night
Los Angeles at St. Louis. want
1

Amigic-A.N 1,KA-PV_E

Fara

- SPORT PARADE -

aims% Wren

Posiball

Today's Sports Rows Today

Tomb
GOVERNOR OUT OF .81APE

Archie Moore Tries For Triple
Million Fight With Johansson
By JACK CUDDY
United Press International
MONTREAL affl) - Light-heavyweight champion Arable Moore"old man dynamite" who again
knocked out challenger Yvon Dureile-today planned a "quickmoney" South American tour next
month while negotiating for a
-three-million-dollar' fight with
neavyeveight champ',n Ingrernar
Johansson.
The ring's all-time knockout
k.ng and record-equalling tightheavyweight defender will receive
a guaranteed $175.000 for belting
out Canadian Llurelle Wednesday
night at 2:32 of the third round,
and he wants to pick up "a couple hundred thousand" in September and October fights in Argentina and Brazil.
Manager. Jack Kearns has relayed --to ireavywatent- ruler --.1Shansson the utter of a one million
dolair guarantee to. defend against
43-year old Moore. In Kearns'
cable to Johansaon at Goteborg,
Sweden. he said the million guarantee would be in a bank when
ingemar signs for the defense.
Kearns declined to identify for
the press the "very imp rtant
Canadian and American intei ests"
tie says wilt put up the guarantee
but predicted a Moore-Johansson
fight would draw a tnree
dollar gate.
Eager to Meet Ingemar
"Ceitamiy I like to fight Johansson. Moore said. abut rigth
now 1 want to get busy wan
South American fights. Yes. 1
may make a defense down Mere.
---Arnmer successful defense -wawa
bleak the record he equalled
Wednesday night before 11.555 at
tne Montreal Forum, where his
eighth defense tied the 175 pound
envision's mark set by Maxie
Rosenbloom.
Aretne stretched his all - time,
all-division knockout record to 1214
ednescUy night wher
-Chloore..
211-year old Durelle f_ur times
the ;and round for a kayo to.
ern* counted out by referee JarS
Sharkey - with hearbroken
re:le flat on his back.
Moore. weighing 174n4 patina
for their return title fight. shoiup the British Eenpire champioi,
seven times in the first round

--genre -"al 4-aul ahd Hardf Aiisn'
B MILTON -11:1CIURA*
Tketeuntied it with his 30th homer in f eT.-Ph.-76cago
United Preis International
67 43 .6011
Little Nellie Fox loves • that the fifth.
Cleveland'
lei 47 .584
25,
2
hhessing tobacco, but just for „a
S.- utepaw Harvey Haddix of the . New York
57 35
clainge he wants to sink h:s teeth Pirates won his ninth game by Baltimore
15 56
into a sweet chunk of World Se- beatiaz his former Phillie team- Detroit
55 59 .3
1:4
541
82
0 15
4
21 u2
lee :r.eion.
mates for the. fourth straight time Kansas City
33
And now after 12 seasons of this season. Pataburgh broke a It ston
!al e'2 451 lres
tatotairtg the World Series on ra- 2-2 tie by ho
I 4.5
on Robin ‘.1.arhington
3 398 221kt
dio or. TV. Fox looks like he's Roberts for four ru
th • - vWednesday'a Results
curios to get Into his _first one enth.
.
Ch-cogn 11 Detroa't
with the pennant-bound Chicago
The Cubs used four home run, Washington 3 New York 2, night.
White S.x.
to undo the Dodgers, wh., dropped , Boston
Baltimore 4, night
Along with a crack at a World to thsd place bchinp the Braves Cleveland 9 lansas City 4. night
ring,
Series
the five-foot-nine, 155- Ernie Banks started the fireToday's Games
pound second *baseman also nas works when he hit h:s 34th homer W-astrinron at Now York
an excellent chance to wind up with two on at': loser Don Drys- Chic'Ago at Detroit
the 'American League's most* nal- dale in the first- innIng. Sammy c
Cinlve
alan
ao d
Ailatjt4
Kmaj
anaa_siay
City, _night
usble player of the year. Has Taylor. Iry Noren and Alvin Dark
Only games scheduled.
-mance- an an. 11-4i victory, alses licuatersed for the Cuba.;
Friday Night's Games.
_over Detroit WednescLny was win41p9CATTGRT
- Cleveland- at Detroit
P
EFFiCIE
ASADEN
NT
A, TRIEWCalif.
• lie drone :n three runs and
-Joseph Wasningon at Baltimore
scored tnree more with 4 single Crescinanno, 26, may not have is strut at N. w York
and a d utile that boosted ' has committed a perfect crime, but
average to .332. Inurni best in the acco.dini to police a was an
('AR RELEASES- ARMS
casturt He leads the leasue with efficient one Pnlice said luesdey
148 hits and hardly anyone can that they arrested him after Me
CAIRO ,'I)Ph --: The United Arab
amentbe; vie last tune he took walked out of a department store Republic has released 40 more
with four Sh.rIS he hadn't paid British properties, seized afte
a day >ft
rid cesch vered he had made 1936 Suez cruise the semi-official
Offsets Tiger WoitTers
a "sharaiing list- of other Mindle East News Agency sod
F:...x s tamely tutting and a three
r .nned 'a steal.
rim hcnier by Sherri Lollar help'Wedr.eriday
_ EPUR SCORE AND HY/ -Former Preentent Herbert HOoveT
The prepthty treed
Ira* pleased no end at this one-candle cane for his
ed onset homers by Harvey K
Tuesday included the Br.taah Bank
earl. Al Kahne and Frank Bo!
•' 12,th birthday. He is shown in Ncw York, where he- lives.
for the Middle East in Darna5eUS
r.
men
Wednesday's •victory.
and the Port Sad Water Supply
A -.23
Gerry
credited to relieve
Co., the ageney said.
.italey.
•
the AthThe Indians maul
letics. 94: the Sc.tors beat the
Yank..es. 3-2. a
the Red Sox
By OS( AR IR,Ij V
,danili raze iirop-red up in Me
other
nve-c-irrie the
solea.
;TRAFFIC SYSTEM ROARED
United Press International
Li Ten am mg the Hswgeyes,
TORIN, P.,land CPS - Traffic
Al. conies
NEW YORK UPS
yr sc..ns,n.
Site and Purdue
planners discovered tney had done
In th
National League, the
Fraley' faets and figures:
. .Notre Dane even with a pro
their work better than they exBraves defeated the Reds. 6-4; ins
Baseball men are ceunous about coacn is another year away ..
pected Tuesday' night. four wiid
P.rates downed the Plaint's. 6-2,
jump.r.g on the WiIle McCovey
Beesseing More Poosiai
bears scampered into town and
and the Cote outlasted the Dodgbandwagon despite Use pnenornA diamond my be a go.; best
scattered pedestrans off the
ers. 11-8. Tne first-place Giants
enal tart af the San Francisco friend, but tr.r
ys are enswdhs
streets. The boars finally ran back
Glisa iola
t t basernar whose bat into the act. too Baseban variety, and Card.nals were not scheduled.
.nto the ahoids after oeing scared
Minnie Minoan. Russ Nixon and
hats,
the junta out of the that is Preying the _point inore
by traffic lights.
doldrums &nee ne ais called tip Sine 2.147dLq, youngsters nit ve.'Jim Baxes hit homers in a 15-hit
Cleveland assault that caroed Gary
from Phoenix
cornpenrg
.n
y erne re-seball
been
•
Bel Ito victory over Kansas City
anWsit ail. Ult. sec .nd tune a. organizatiora trot se-aeon iney reBEATNIKS Or OAK MOOR
Pinca-hater Julio Becquer of
rSuncl." they say. "Remember liur- port that the ones tang nopuiar
PRIM_ taTON. England
--InSenators ruined the Yankees.'
the
ricane H5z...e7 Wel. re-, years -an-japan. fleincu nand Cub- also
mat,s of Dartmoor Prison are
He
hit
a
three-run
h-rner
ft
reEar
s its Arneoca
£40 he performed Ire sziMe WM- is gr
beginning to look like beatniks.
Lever ityne -Luren in the eighth
dens when he got a shot with the and Southern Asia It -7, ea teat
They are g. owing beards to protest
bUilt
inning
after
the
Yanks
ti.A
_prate= that everituany d will
Braes The next seat
a ruling by prns n authorities, that
starter Pedro itarnes.
sate the {nays ,a,te, n3 hat and be an Olympic sport. .but of even a 2-0 lead off
NM SHOW IDIRUSRCREV —
until the current drought ehds
-Geiger
fasesders
Orioles
greater merit .s J Edtar Ho-vers
Defense Secretary Nell McEl- there will 'be rip more' showers
drired back to the' m non'
A ninth-luting homer by Gary
^roy points a finger for emphaand two men muet use the same
The Giants :terar.a • Wow,' rous cornmert teat "A boy can t steal Geiger proved Boston's margin of
sis in Washington as he tells
bath water
Willie" an t pe-nooned now-ever a ear "
Iv
he.5 atea"ng '
ce°ricl victory over. Baltimore. Geiger hit
be
"glad"
he
would
reporters
late,e
lie- ease:Ass -Wry
been pitcnSUNLIT - This Soviet buoy Is
his n.nth homir of the season sells
NikiPremier
Soviet
to
show
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Lnd
ileuhre all over try.ng t
W.... enter reirever Hayt Wilhelm. wno sufano
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ne to,-:niernati r. 41 i..p.•art
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tary installations in Septemnone-shaped bea,
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Ina
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treated discs
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I
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tranfer
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economic
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play • in
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Russian
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series which opens Oct
to carry out its mission."
. the ,t) a: 1 ir the th.rd .4 hit tied the
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nut*
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e. fur a
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PROM

with sneaker rights and one leftright combination. Arid Are:hie
had; the better of the hard fighting in the second session.
k.
though one of the three judges
thought Durelle won that round.
Quick Finish Apparent
But when the mustachioed and
five-day-bearded champion went
in the third session, a quick finish
was apparent. Body smashes almost doubled Yvon. Then the
head attack had him reeling until
a right' to the chin drepped hat
to one knee for a count of nine.
Again Moore went after him
and sent him slithering down the
ropes with a rignt-left for another
n me-count. Shortly afterwari another right to the face sent Yvon
half thre ugh the ropes aal doWn
On -the Canvas for a count of six.
A final- right sent him fiat on tura
at1-151--th-ecount-T-Fle was
tileedingsprofusely from his nose
and mouth.
Promoter Eddie Quinn anaounced the gross gate is $1.10 ill nd
the net gate at 5122,027. In add.ban, the telecast to the Unead
Stares br. ught $125,000 foe. There
was no television in Canada... „
Moore's $175.000 guarantee was
against 40 per cent of the net
gate and TV
money, totalling
only about $983.150. ki?'11 take the
guarantee
llu. elle was guaranteed, 515.000 against '20 per cent
af gate and Tv. only if Moore s
percentages equalled Moore's
guarantee. Durelle well receive
only his 515,f00.

soxoPrrict

COLUMBUS. Ohio am -Ohio's
jocular five - foot - five 200 - pound
Gov. Michael V. DiSalle says his
d ctur pronounced him in perfect
condition but not in perfect shape.

MODELING IN MOSCOW- Urfa.% a Soviet lass, models a
knife pleated wool skirt at the
U. S exhibition in Moscow.
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slr Cold Wave
_92" Cold Wave
Cold Wave
s 85° Cold Wave

eie:..zed
,
the
"sly
ar
'

Of

RUPTURE!

6

$1950
...

no

re

OP

SO

- $1000

s 85°
$ 750

[RUPTURE!
ITS 1-Fel WORLD FAMOUS **DOBBS Tn.USSBELTLESS - STRAPLESS
BULBLESS
It ha'dsi kke the hands. It cae te worn tathiry it r.
not sphead toe rupturia. It _holds w,th a Cehcave pad. Re
son should tei.ch yoti hot,to place a bulb or ball in .rie
of rupture. thas +eep•ng the muscles Spread emir. F. A
VINES, TRLS5 TECHNICIAN, DOBBS TR ,...,ee Cu,.
be at the NATIONAL MOTEL. MURRAY, KY.. SATt..R.
DAY. AliGaiST 15th, 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. only. FREE
DS • ' "'r,

MARRIAGE' WHO SAID MARRIAGE?-Loliie G. Lynch, *70, Oxford, Miss., widower. is Omen at
;
.1., to tar-0 a 40-year-old sta.krw from G. many and her children (above I,
v ..0 eame to the Ti. S. to marry him. hut Lynch says all he V. ants Is a )sonnekeepergiend theni
els no talk of marriage. She is Mrs. Astrid Manna. Children (frbm left) are Edith, il; Matta,
10; Meehtild, 6; Lothar, 8. It all began when Edith wrote a I. ter to Santa Clams Incik lest fall
saying. for a daddy for. CM atiliala Lynch rbad the story in a newspaper, and Is repotted to
have in shot fine. Mann.' In Lonherfeld, Germany, an,i arranged for faisary to come to 1.1, S.

Murray Beauty Shop
National Hotel Bldg.

PLaza 3-3142
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SWIFT'S PREMIUM

;

CHUCK ROAST
LB.

Tau&
•
OUT OF .BEIAPT

stril

Ohio (UPS —Ohio's
toot - five 'BB- pound
V. DiSalle says his
need him iii perfect
not in perfect shape.

rap

•

EY.-PRESIDENT HOOVER IS 25—Herbert Hoover, a very busy
ex -President, sits in his room at his New York hotel as he
celebrates his eighty-fifth birthday. His age does not step
him fromputting in approximately 12 hours Of work a day.

Downgrading
Of Tonsils
H

energy. Instead of being grateful
f.r all his Parents' sacrifices, the
child seems to retpond with more
illnesses and more demands."

And finally there is the parental anger of which the child's
;tonsils may become the innocent
; victim. he continued in the .techas Gone Fat
nical. journal, "Pediatrics." The
a
iiiblem
child has dev
iuCh as "bed-wetting, a refusal to
• By DELOS SMITH
I eat or almost anything else that
ilryli Science Editor
NEW YORK — din — Public has -baffled and frustrated the
downgrading of tonsils has k.ne I parents."
Si what happens? "Almost unso far that Parents aim their emutions of guilt, frustration, and beknown to themselves, the paam;er at the tonsils of their_ off- rents switch the area of conflict
they have
spring. .An the view of Dr. Robert from one in which
been constantly unsuccessful to
A. Furman.
• Som.how Aroblk education in one in which they feel they can
active, namely,
the tonsillar aspect of medical be successfully
A. medical
ence has m:scarried. The pub- securing AT. and
tonsils and adenoisls
Furman said. is now con- jargon for
vinced that tonsils are in throats fections."
Furman urgeo babs doctors to
for one reason ,.nly—to give surand explain baby's tonsils
defend
out.
cut
geons something to
parents from the start.
Furman, who is a member of to its
all, tonsils do have a use'the faculty of Western Reserve After
purpose in the body: they're
Univeraity, Clevelanit. wants t ful
lymphatic system. And
A inu.t of its
'shall:Mate tonsils in tht public
Quid
11—ther'Fe-healthY• -IheY"
1
- t
—fi -thus- -Ostrift.
Butt'5 no g° to as
chiid may survive very nicely lcrt alone.
They
know
this.
parents
even if the tonsils never have to sume
d n't, and they have to be told
As removed."
again and again, so low have ton‘
'
I
for tonsiLs works In a hiddon and
deceptive ivay, he said. A baby
is born. It has its first cold. The
-CIAPSTet
—irt
hs its ea
know it but the parents expect
him to have the t•nsils yanked at
once. But they're innocent and he,
dbesn't so much as mention the".
Suspicion Becomes Guilt
Soon thereafter the baby has
another: respiratory infection and
vS, gain the doctor ignores the t n4
sil!k—natiiranr. since They're 'not !
Involved. But the parental suspi— .,•
o•'
1
cion develops into guilt
-The tonsils- rennin - in
l ve
bI
throat, and so sornehoirs theyI
failed in parental responsibility. ,
Then you'll see this guilt work
itself to the surface, when father
k always sayin 4 to the doctor
"how's his tonsils" and mother
liplames5 herself for every cold
'baby gets.
If respiratory infections continue, and the tonsils remain inno-cent, frustration begins, and then
watch out: Those parents ,are '3'•
ing to pressure so hard for tondoctor won't be
all cutt!t.
able to resist, although be way
YOI
Und it hard to understand "why
parents become so upset that
IN SUMAER STOCK—Mrs. Clift.-ii•s• :ire carer to submit their
ton Daniel IS shown in her
while,- to a surgical pr_cedure."
dressing room before vine, on
'Accusations
Series of
stage at the Taprfan Zee PlayThe parents seem to be making
house in Nyack. N. Y. She has
"a series of accusations against
a starring role in the summer
thechild: he is constantly sick,
stock version of "The Happy
constantly irritable. doesn't eat
Time." The actress-singer is
better known as Margaret
doesn't sleep, and so forth." FaTruman, daughter of the forther and mother have put out "a
mer President of the U. S.
v.,t expenditure of patience and

4

IM MOSCOW LI ri.•t lass, models a
wool skirt at the
baton in Moscow.
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LITTLE \,
//

BONE
SWIFT'S PREMIUM
•

round Steak

Bar - B Q FRYERS 99!
THHICK SLICED TOPPY - 2-16.

ACON

pkg.

69c

RY,EFS grade A"27Fb
WIENERS 1-lb. 45!

FIELD

PURE LARD -

$1.29
PICNIC HAM lb

•

MR FRIENDLY
SAY.
41Remember this
When you need cosh
Confidential loons
Are mode in a flash

HAM, whole lb. 49'
lb.
HAM
OUNTRY
CRREL
lb. 49'
BACON

0111Y1) BEEF% 39'

tall can 19'
1

MACKERAL

4 lb, ctn.49e

MAXWELL HOUSE - Giant Size

REY6INGERRIES
7D
PEANUT
DOUBLE

BUTTER

INSTANT COFFEE

2cans 35'
qt. 59t

$1"

JERSEY GOLD - All Flavors

1/
2-gal.59

ICE CREAM

Q

MUSSELMAN - 303 Can

PINK SALMON
oY
TMATO
CATSUP
17
'DILL PICKLE
49
SUGAR
10-lb. bag 95°
CRACKERS
1-11). 19
CRACKERS
111). 29
1315(1 ITS
3for 25°
LAY'S TWIN
CHIPS
49t

2for 25

APPLE SAUCE

TNICAMPA
19°
CHARCOAL PELLET - - 10-lb. bag 490

PARAMOUNT - '-Gal,

BONNIE

OAK HILL SPICED SWEET - 2

GERBER or HINDS

BABY FOOD

Can

PICKLE PEACH
290
HOOP CHEESE
39't
MARGARINE
2lbs.29°
2 lb. box 71V
CHEESE
1AG
,2 41 LOWER FLOUR
$2t°

HI-HO

LOANS TO $300

•

29'

SWIFT'S PREMIUM FULLY COOKED

BIG BROTHERS

PILLSBURY or BALLARD

85°
750

op

STEAK LB.

PREMIUM

and RECEIVE A FREE TANK of GAS!

HP°

Chuck Roast (Blade Cu

COLONIAL

CAR

I')50

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

BROOKFIELD

n.pazoaN3E504, oHNsoN,

5-Lb.
SUNFLOWER
MEAL

2jars 190

GROCERY

bt1t4

151/712

breA-41

FREE!
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Kirksey Route Two News
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Lochie Landolt, Editor

Phone PL 3-4707
ID 6-3327

MURRAY.
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Sorry to hear of the death
Mrs. It. C. Green who was buried at Coles Camp ground one
day last week. She had been
confined to her bed for a long
time. She was a good friend to
the writer and our sympathy
gO5 to the bereaved family.
Partner Herrell is in the Murray hospital with a stomach ailtee. Mary Elizabeth of Columbia. ment Wish fur him a speedy reMiss., and Chsrles Mercer. medi- covery.
Wlorette Parker of KirleseY.
cal student of Louisville. Ky., are
visiting with their parents. Mr. Route 2. is visitincher sister in
and Mrs. Charles Mercer. Ida.n Paducah this week.
Monday. August 17th
Wesley Yowe of Detroit is
The Y o ung Women's Sunday Street this week. Mary Elisabeth
has been with her grandparents visiting in Calloway for a couple
School Claju of the First
or three weeks.
Church will meet at 7 30 pm. In five weeks. add will return to
2Ir. Tyner Nowl and family
her home wills her mother Mrs.
the home of Mrs. Castle Parker.
of lk.rir$ey, Route 2 visited in
Group 10, Mrs. Morris Lamb, Regan is the Issimer Wass LaDonne
Cadiz Saturday.
:hairinan win be in charge of the Mercer.
Mrs. Hasun Wright of Stella
program.
Mrs. James Klapp and little nen has been in the Murray hospitalJimmy, of Cincinnati. Ohio arrived Tor several days. but is some
Sunday to visit with Mr. and Mrs. better.
'Howard McCallon helped B:1Tuesday. Masud 11th
Nurman Klapp.
he Smith cut tobacco Monday.
,
• •• •
Cl.cle No 1 of the W SCS at
Sorry of the death of Mr. Ftoop
the First Methodist Church will
Mrs. Phil Harney and aon, Pall
rneet at 2 30 in the Soceal Hall of Lee of Dallas, Texas are spenctiog McCallon who lived in Kiricsey.
been confined to his bed
the church
several weeks with her parents, He has
Mrs. C. Ray and Mrs. Louis Mr. and Mrs. Noel Meitegin, Olive for several years. The funeral
was at the J. H. Churchill FuGatlin are hostesses
Street
neral home Sunday and burial
••• •
.Mrs S P Re:ar. Jr. ancLilaugn- .
in Mt. Carmel Cemetery.
The Dorcus Class of the First
Mr. Ifirana Riley and family
Baptist Church will meet at d:31)
and Mr. Howard McCallon and
p.m. at tne Kentucky Lake State
family went to the lake Sunday
Park at the pavilion far a hen
on a picnic.
I supper. The officers of the clan
Mrs. Artie Jilies who' *lived
will be in charge
—

aote44
Social Calendar
Thursday, August 11th
The W.MS. if the Fl.nt Baptast
Church will meet at the eturnh
at 7 o'clock p.m.
• • ••
The Mary Leona Frost Clrele of
the First Methodist Church w:I.
hold its regular monthly meeting
Thursday. August 13th at P 30 a_re
at the home Ot Mrs Beine ttlirtict
1001 Sharp Street All members
are urged to attend.
•

A joint meettrig of the Jessie
Houston Service club ar.d tne
Supreme Forest Woodman Circle
wIll be held at 410 p rr, for a
picnic in the yard of Mrs Hazel
Tutt Murrey-Benton H.gtew,s•

WEST MAIN FURNITURE
1-301 Want-Maiu

PLaira-34111111-----

• •
"
•

- THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS —
,
Frigidaire
AUTOMATIC WASHER
49.50
New
ELECTRIC HOT PLATE
1.95
OD_D_CHAIRS
11.00 to '300
5-Piece
BEDROOM SUITE
139.95
16-Ft. Metal
BOAT & TRAILER
'65.00
-- OTHER BARGAINS —
AROUND!
COME
IN AND LOOK
— RADIO-TV APPLIANCE REPAIRS —
Open Evenings Until

7 p.m.

WEEK-END SPECIAL!_
OVER 100 PAIR

Women's & Childrens
Sandals
— $1.99 to $3.99 Values —

only 99e

FAMILY

SHOE
STORE

PERSONALS

DOWN

WAY

• Mrs
Mary Louise Baker has
had as her guest this week her
daughter and family. Mr and Mrs.
G.enn Gravette, Karla and JenIt won't be long now till schonifer of Mississippi Mrs Baiter
ol bells ring, call'Ing me ww ay
has also had as guests her Ix...16er from this weekly
hobby of writ—
and wife. Mr and Mrs John N. ing.
S::tt
Peoples vacations will all sown
• •4
0
6
411
be ending. Wilma Loving Harr.s
Mr and A•re
rles Mason will have lots to tell her
int/dents
Baker and sons, Mike and R.chard when she arrives
back in New
left Wednesday for Daytona Beach, Jersey after her
trip' to TirmiF.11., where they will spend sev- dad. Panama. Mexico
City and
eral days vacation.
other places.
• •• •
Miss Sandra Spiceland spent a
Mr.._ And Mrs. E4wer4_1vest JTq week in Fort Worth,
Texase-w
ar-el chili:lien: Gary. Janet, and Mr and Mrs. It. B. Kirks.
Beverly of St. Louis. M.ssourt•
Cody Weatherford will have
were guests of Mr
and Mrs. many places to think of as tie
Claude Anderson Friday night. opens his Car Body Shop again
The Wean were returror.g from after his trip to California.
a vacalscn to the Smoky MounJoe Montgomery former Contains. Mrs_ West as a niece of Mrs. cord postmaster Is not exactly
Anderson.
vacationing two weeks in a Yeteran's Hospital.
R. R. Parker has returned home
Mrs. Porter Elkins packed a
after vtsitng Pus daughter and suitcase too, Monday to leave for
family. Mr and Mrs Raymond C. Vestment in a Memphis hosishaL
Siscil Jr. anti Johnny. of BirmingTony Lovins spent a few days
ham. Michigan
Mrs. Snell and in Murray Hospital after sustainJohnny accompanied her father ing bruises in a fall from a disc.
home to spend two weeks with
Mrs. Leon Jona of the fr•rmer
bar parents. Mr and Mrs Parker. , Charlie Stutblefield store at• • • •
tended the graduation .st her mo-

1

SIDEWALK DRI VE-1N
DUMDAS. Ont III — Res.ciente
of Ogilvie St ,..•ornplai fled about a
new Irmo of drive-in theater.
James Hefferrnan arni Mrs Ed
Stand told ponce that motorists
pull tap to pa rkin4 meters
catid
only 30 inches from their natiass.
put in the riggit coins, then sat and
watch teievision through their
ing :nom windows They want tne
! parking meters removeo

Isaac fluB, on August la. 1512,
sunk the Braish frigate thierriere
with broadsides from the LISS
Constitution Constitution lost seven men. the Guerriere lost 71.

— SELF-SERVICE BASEMENT —

CONCORD

ther, Mrs. Ruby Miller. who received—her M aster's degre from
Murray State last week
Mrs. Mary Wisehart and many
of her friends and relatives enjoyed a birthday dinner giv( n in
her honor Sunday by her daughter, Mrs. Rainey Lovhis. Two
girlhood Friends now in their
eighties. Mrs. Virgie Lovins and
Mrs. Matt Steele were present.
Sulpher Springs church enjoyed the sermon Sunday the y.Aing
Graves County
mthister. Rev.
James Hopkins. Mr. and Mrs.
Doug Shoemaker came too.
Why is Concord having i, lose
the postoffIce after all these
years. Who wants to go to town
to mail a package. I certainly
would miss it.

good to be reached, but a highway to be traveled.

near Kirtsey passed away at the
home of her daughter. Funeral
and burial was at Kmksey Tuesday with Rev. Lloyd Wilson in
at the funeral arrangements.
Faith makes all things possible
and /ove make's them easy.
'Faith does not demand miracles, but often
accomplishes
them.
Religious faith

TIPSY TEEN CYCLIST
ujusToN, England atit — A
drunken driver w.is plmea on
ti.! had
pr. bathe+ft
si
after confeeng
drunk several bottles of beer on
bit
the job and had steered
wobblingly on his way home. The
offender. whose name das withheld ,was a 15-yeai odd baoy-sitter.
on a bicycle.

THE BARE TRUTH
LOS ANGELES lift — Truckdriver Billie Tharnley. V, of Elberta. Utah. arrested for brawling
meth two other truc.it driven, was
consigned, unprotesting. t i the
men's division of the county Ian.
When the driver stripped tor a
shower, attendants blushed, tossed
EXPLAINS PARKING WOES
her a towel, and hustled her out
GRAHAM, England (UPS — The
is not a final to the ..vornen's jail.
chief constable of Gloucestersnire,

Garkaane, offered this
J. S.
explanation for traffic congestion:
"If you give a woman an lacn
she'll park in it."

ATOMIC CONTRACT STONED
PARIS (UPS -- Euratom, the
six-riation European atomic
'
. pool.
Friday signed a three-yza: con.
tract to help France finance a
rune million &liar program _of
research into nuclear fusion.

FOR SAVINGS— SELECTION — OUALITY

just can't beat that Asp
FRYING CHICKENS

t]

4

U. S. Government Inspected — Top
Quality

WHOLE

(Cut-Up )
Troy Peck

11111111111 1111111_111113 fffillit211111111111
a51e105.

Lb. 31c

lb. I
Semi-Boneless Hams::Fcooked
LOIN 39c,C
'7-Rib
Loin Roast (ENilb
Pork ChoPs Su
lb.33c) c.ta
69€
Lunch Meat
29c
Canned Hams
8 539
Shrimp
(lb. 59c))
2"

1 OteleDallt1 1000 helleCeeer

sis12)"59f

e "99

per

(First

ght

Cute

Conker

Super Right Sliced. P&P
Liver Chinos.. Bologna, Mx. & Cheeps.
Olice,Smeed Lumen
ar

11-05
Pkg

Lb.

BIRTHDAY
CW4-firen

Can

Rea
Southdy";°
SS:
"

•

1819 -1959

RkirurFnrc:
:
:

111

Del

Del Monte Sale—Stock Up and Save!
Monte

Peas
6
zi:den" 6970 Catsu*
Pineapple
No. 303

Early

Cans 811

Garden

•

Del Monte

Pineapple
Prune Juice
Fruit Drink PlnenMont.

6":*:
c.894
Bac." 39°

Crushed

•

Del Mont*

Del Mo

46-02.41309‘
Can

-Gr. Frult

SULTANA—NEW LOW PRICE

3

Fruit Cocktail

100

Cans
300z.

"Iced On The Form"
SWEET YELLOW

CORN

12 49c

Del Monte
Cream Style
C
On!White or Golden

No.11030Oft

calm

to7

•

Del Mont•

5 iza: 89c

WHITEHOUSE
MILK FEATURE
Evaporated
Instant Dry Pp!aFfrotud.
Instant Chocolate "'
Drink"6 'p
:
:3-ar.
7altg'l 2
759
5c
9c
c

•

4

Large Ice Cold

Each

WATERMELONS - - - 59c

.

LEacirrgse

SPECIAL SALE—OUR FINEST QUALITY

A&P Instant Coffee

6-Or.Ja r

Condor Instant Coffee

79c

' 69c
"3•.

BANANAS

lb. 10c

CUCUMBERS

Each

GREEN PEPPERS

SRI

••

••

et

5c
•

Jona Porker Bakery Boys

YOUR

\

39c

Blackberry
Pi

OS. IN
A‘A

e
(
R
49
e gc

;
7e
he
i

Bar Cake spin.,(
RollS
Bread

Invitation

Reg.

ii

37c 0 Ea,291g
f Reg.

Cinnamon

25

Breakfast

From

vkcP\-

Thesea,i,
SHOP

p CtO

p..5x*

2 POM 49c

C.e.r.n Beans., 2
"'t U.
Beans st°'
Corn
Tiuies
1...„„ry soap(B...
2
Zest Soap
Dui a:::,14 Powder
Ply

11-0s.
Carva

iSI

Off

Can

Stoke I ys
Golden

Friday Afternoon,.August 14th, 2 to 5 p.m.

Whole Kernel

Our H,gh 'School and College Fashion Advisory Board,
Minn
Minn
Miss
Miss

Si 29e )
P
:
ol °
2
New! Deliclouw
1 ti• Lb.•25%
Made With Buttermilk
Loaf as

Sandwich Bags

645

Stoke I y•

Lynn Hahn, Murray &ate College
Peggy Sue Shroat, Murray State College
Mary Leslie Erwin, Murray High School
Prankie Jo Clark, College High School

,
1 III I

Back - To School .Wardrobe

THE STYLE SHOP

Summerfield

290 Pure Lard
$'25
21€
11).69c
39c
Cheese Slices 2
414

7 YEARS FOR CRUELTY — Fotr
tying two dogs to a railroad
track and wateiong a train
kill them. Danny litlem, 141,
shown in Van Weir 0, jail,
goes to Cis Boy. Industrial
school till he's 21. Larry
!house 17, Danny's zottitiertKM, &leo la under anoti nre to
tat Induatital school tia 21.

Or
Cart•

Size

Bore

Client
Pk g'

OS

•

I•1

Stinnyfield - Our Finest Quality

lb. OIc

Butter

Lg

Bath

n• =I

only

Mol-O.Bit Amer.. Swiss.. or Plm.

tiara

Rath

_

50-1b. can

11.

02
Cans

Reg
332c)

Will Model and Asset You in the Selection of Your

•
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43c
77C

PRICES IN THIS

Au

LFFLLTIVIL TtlflU SAT., PUG.
16

Plenty of Parking Next Door at Cit. Parking Lot

1.

:5

-„

a

•

•
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Gastkaine, offered tha
for traffic congestion:
ye a woman an ince
in it."

CONTRACT SIONED

4
fun _ _ Euratom, the
European aton
pool,
fled a three-yea: con.
ielp France finance a
an &liar program of
to nuclear tusion,
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Most Consumer
Inventories
in Good Shape
CLEVELAND, Ohio (UPI) —
Most consumer inventories were
in good shape-- today as the nation-wide steel strike headed into
its third full week.
A survey by Steel Magazine
showed that only 14 per cent of
the respondents had metal inAientories of less than 30 days.
"About 44 per cent said they

LEDGER dk TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

would be able to hold for more
than 60 days.
However, a continued trickle
of now orders for steel was seen
as a clue that buyers are Uneasy
and will become more so as holes
show up in their stockpiles. Heavy consumer pressure to place
new tonnage is not expected to
show for several week-s. A skr.vdown in 1959 auto _production,
with the end scheduled for most
producers in a couple of weeks,
will take some of the pressure
off stocks. By tonight, the strike
will have cost the steelworkers
an estimated 206-million dollars
in lost wages and the steel companies 588-million-dollars in lost
sales.
Suffer Tax Losses

, The metal working weekly
said the strike also will have
cost the economy 5,682.0000 in
got tons of steel and the compoanies 112-million dollars through overhead, depreciation and
salaries of non-production workers.
In addition, each week of the
strike costs the government an
estimated 5-Million dollars in
tax losses.
Fifty companies still are producing steel. Most of those whose
contraots were to expire July kl
won 14 day extensions. Ingot
operations last week were estimated at 12.5 per cent of capacity, off a little less than .5 per
cent from the preceding week's

EAST BERLIN in 1039. ‘Vith Nikita Khruslichev is German Ited boss 'alter Ulbricht.

revised rate of 12.9 per cent.
Thetrade weekly said hopes
are high for latx)r peace in the
nonferrous metals industry. Contract extensions in the aluminuria industry were seen as a
sign of no strike with eventual
settlement patterned after the
steel contracts. Copper, lead and
zinc industries also watched the
steel negotiations.
Sees Bright Future
A settlement of the strike by
midsAtagust will give the metalworking industry record - profits
in the second hall and for the
full year, according to steel.
Earnings of many firms hit alltime highs in the first half. Only ten companies reported lower
profits than last year.
The Strike is setting the stage
for the best fourth quarter in the
nation's history. The longer the
strike lasts, the quicker will be
recovery once a settlement is
reached. The high peak for the
fourth quarter is expected in
mid November, with a repeat just
before Christmas.
The scrap market continued
steady to strong last week. Steel's
composite on first grade heavy
melting was unchanged at $38.67
a gross ton for the third straight
post-strike demand and heavy
ewports support the mraket.

PAGE SIVE

day morning at the hospital here after an illness at .sit
days.
Miss Sue Saunders will leave Saturday to resume her
teaching position in Apalachicola, Florida.
Ledger & Times File
E. W. Wear of Wickliff was in Murray Tuesday -On
bitsiness.
The annual picnic for the churches of Murray Circuit
Mrs. Albert Cameron left today for Mansfield, Ohio,
will be held at the City Park here August 17th beginning
following a months visit with cousins, Miss Emily Wear
at 4 p.m., according to R. F. Blankinship.
and Mrs. C..B. Ford of the Concord Road and Mrs. RonA mother-son double funeral will be held tomorrow
ald Churchill of East Maple Street.
at 2:30 o'clock from the Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Mrs. Angie Evans, 75, died suddenly yesterday morning at 9:00 o'clock at the home of a son, Mason Evans,
on Main Street. Treman L. Evans, 48, died at 4:45 Thurs-

Ten Years Ago Today

Read Our Classifieds!

CANNED FOOD STAMPEDE

r •

msaer *11E1

/A111

0

0

0
0

TOP VALUE STAMPS

50 FREE TV STAMPS
-

Whitehoue•

•

Sy MERRIMAN SMITH
UPI White House Reporter
WASHINGTON CUPI) —Backstairs

SIELsINKI in 1937, drinking a toast %%MI
Finnish Prime Minister V. J. Sukselainen.

BELORADE in 1936, uith Yugoslav Presi-

dent Tito, the "desiationist," riek-onting.

with

he

can

seems to come over hif desk with
increasingly frequenix :these days.
On the other hand, this same
detachment can prodece apprehension in others who Come steaming
to the White House with a burning problem and find hTm somewhat unimpressed.
The study of his reaction to

AY

:;p7z

•

—4 1Ip.t

•
A1.11 k's

3-959,-twkonsed4iit agricultural co-operatise.

:
'NALL kt 196S,

phoosoll.

1.4
TRA(;I's: In 1937, a t iirdial handshake
with crech rrrsidesst Anton 7,apotocky.

........k ,
Br DA I'EsT in 1939, being presented uith iff
•dull dressed in native Hungarian costume.

AFfAIIILITY. is the way Soviet Premier Nikita Xbruslichey, who Is coming to the U. S. in
September, presents himself alien he is on tour. Up to the U. S. visit. London was the faithest
he'd ventured into the capitalist west. Here's a load of what we ran v\pta_t when he lands.

Fs( h

5
•

•
MIGHTY FINE BAKING EVERY TIME with

SUNFLOWER

SELF-RISING
CORN MEAL MIX

•

ing coffee ,ir the weather.
Actualy, the detachment toward
inafor matters.'according to those
with an opportunity for first-hand
knowledge, stems from his days
as is military commander. He

50 FREE TV Stamps with 5 Calls of Kroger

50 FREE TV Stamps with purchase of 2 2-lb.

Grapefruit Sections 5303a sl
50 FREE TV Stamps with 5 Cans of Bush
3(13 95°
Shellie Beans --- 5 cans

2-lb. 490

- 539*

50 FREE TV Stamps with 12 Cans if Pinter

NO COUPONS NECESSARY
With Each Multiple Purchase Listed Below.
25 FREE TV Stamps with purchase of 10 lbs or more it
25 FREE TV Stamps with purchase of Kroger Sandwich Sr
2 rt.
pkg.
25 FREE TV Stamps wat purchase of 3 11; of more d
purchase
of
with
25 FREE TV Stamps

_1 31• I I
Wiener Buns _ _ Lays Pretzels ____ pkg. 39' CI

in the hope of a nice late summer
vacation on the seashore with
the President, here's a piece of
kind advice—unpack.
The President really meent it
the other day when he wrote the
mayor of Newport, R. I., that he
didn't "dare" think of vacation
plans. If and when Congress adjourns, and if and when there is
a summit meeting, it probably
will leave Eisenhowfr no time at
all for anything belt. some weekends on the farm at Gettysburv.

,,.t,.,,„.t,.,,URSA%
\ I it,1.131,11. lAtitliti
_ 1111 VALUABLE COUPON ”

100 FREE

The President thinks that the
great French statesman of the
World War I era, Chernericenu.
•had it right when he said that
liberty represented essentially the
right to exercise self-discipline.
He remembers this axiomatic
philosophy when he examines such

Top Value Stamps with Ns coupon and the
purchase of a 1.i pound box of Kroger Special
•ftwo Blend Iced Tu 59c at your Friendly Kroger
Store.
Coupon Expires August 15, 1959

'
PT

';;Iygylyiy,lyytim

Suited ICE MILK

pressing domestic. matters as the
steel strike and the battle against
inflation.
Eisenhower believes that if he
went back to Dennison, Tex., his
birthplace and sat around in a
soe_ial bull session with such ardent Democrats and fellow Texans
as Speaker Sam Rayburn and
Senate Majority Leader Lyndon
B. Johnson, the three of them
would not be far apart on most
issues.

New! Super

Soft

39'

Kroger Bread ‘_"— — _2

ta ,Itt.t.t.t•Mt.1/At fIttittnt.9.1/1.1.1.1Attayi
- I I" VALUABLE COUPON

25 FREE '

Kroger Natural Sliced

:Z.- 33'

Brick Cheese

1/10

Sunpict Ford Hook Frozen

Lima 'Beans ------

•

U S Gov

Golden brown muffins . . steaming hat. . . tender,
light, Fine-textured So good every5,for they're mod*
will.. Sunflower Self-Rising Corn Meal Mix.
Sunflower is mode from th• high•st quality whe± corn
meal
by millers with 80 years'•'sentience. it.. boaMg powder and salt have been cor•f ally measured and
n,..ed to give perfect loghtn•ss.
Sunflower Sielf-Msing Corn M•al Mix lift. time-tested
favorite of good Southern cooks. G•t lifer light and
tender muffins, eggbread and corn sham.

10.oz. 100
pkg. I

FREE! Scrve the free coupon in
the bog. Redeemable for Original Roprs
Si/verplatel Build a complete 301

GROCERY COMPANY
MIIRR AY WHOLESALE

Kroger Choicp Quality

Lean

• POWAY

BANANAS

411•••
.11=•••
.4=1.

7slyisd glykffikytwgtwimy y),••
Center Cut Slices or Roast, lb. 69c
lb.
—39
Thick Sliced KwIck Krisp

2,4 99°
89' Sliced Bacon
Economical
Meaty .
lb 45' Skinless Wieners --- 2 790
. Juicy

Golden Ripe

Jumbo .. California Fiscal

Extra Fancy
Celery _ _ _ __
New All Purpose

Apples _ _

.1111
••••••
AM.

lb.

Pork Steak

of

rip Value Stamps with this coupon and the
surchase of 6 packages of Kroger Gelatin 50C
at your Friendly Kroger Store.
Coupon Expires August 15, 1959

It's Something New In Ham . . . It's
Shankless for Less
Skinless, Borrehss
Waste

Kropr Choice Quality

Inspected .na Graded

Cube Steak

FISHING EXPEDITIONt—MitineRota's Gov. Orville Freemen
adjusts his face mask for a
skin diving plunge in San Juan,
P. H, where, at the Governors
conference, he issued a presidential nomination challenge:
For his state's Senator Hubert
Humphrey to meet Mansachtisetts Senator John Kennedy in
Wisconsin Democratic primary.

mil His

Delicious Summertime Refresher

Smoked Ham
CAKES, BISCUITSI Usit Self Rising Sunfloste few
mighty fine baking every time the recipe colt
for flour.

IT

25 FREE

(pro.

'11111111111W V11110111

I

•

Ground Beef
ttit.9.149.11Af
1,11.0 t Wit;
.11.1.1/All
VAt UABLE COUPON I I"

1

Mayrose ... Shank or Butt Portion

69

Potatoes

\

Top %/Jut Stamps .with this coupon and a
$10.00 or more purchase (excluding Tobacco,
Beer and Wine purchase) at your Friendly
Kroger Store.
Coupon Expires August 15, 1959

can only
$525

50 FREE TV Stamps with 5 Cans of

Dog Food ____--12 16cans-oz. $1
SS FREE TV Stamps with 9 cans it
50 FREE TV Stamps with 4 Cans of Kroger
Fruit Cocktail --- 41 0Packers Peas _ --- 9 Ts '1
50 FREE TV Stamps with 5 Cans if Kroger Red Sour
Pitted Cherries _ - 5 c3it'n3
25 FREE TV STAMPS

If 'Mere is a White House staff
member mentally packing his bag,

•

50 FREE TV stamps wilt 8 Cans of Kroger

Blend Juice _ _ -2 4!icntzs 95'
50 FREE TV Stamps with 3 Cans of Kroger
T1 Grapefruit Juice _ _ 3 4:a°,', '1

Yellow Corn

of men into battle.
Thus, when the world seers to
come tumbling down in these gays
of „the cold war, the President
tries to play it cool.

ONF Ark,.
• 411Tr

50 FREE TV Stamps with 2 Cans of Kroger

50 FREE TV Stamps with 5 Cans of Del Monte Whitt or

coula. not aford in those days tloi
oe with-led to vesiteanent when
he was moving tens of thousands

Each

50 FREE TV Slams with purchase of Spotlight

Li FIG BARS

crisis becomes itnifier cornplfeated
u-hen he seems to blow up over
something inconsequential—a bad
golf shot, a minor malperforrnance by some subordinate, scald-

e' a

1-1 Orange Juice

Pork & Beans --- 8 '.6r,
Green Giant Peas - 5:a!! 95°

view a crisis—and a new one

cans Si
- L 46-oz

Li Green Beans _-- - 8 ca"Z$1

ri KROGER INSTANT COFFEE

at the White House:
The people around President Eisenh.wer speak mintirtgly of the
detachment

Wits tide Multiple Purcitese
ettiw.
NO COUPONS NECESSARY
50 FREE TV Stamps with 2 Cans of Kroger
50 FREE TV Stamp; with 1 Cans of Avondale

-

21b.

25'

Home Grew k Large Peppers And

19' Cucumbers _
California Bartlett
4 1bs 39' Pears
bunch

15'
5 29e

_ 2

cf r

for

•

4—4

:Ai,P. :CIA

LUGER t!;,: TIMEs

Uses Home To Shoot Film

oat mihe was filmed on a
stage.
"I think more movies should be
made entirely on location." StevBy VERNON SCOTT
a million d
Stevens said ens said. "Few stories' realty need
UIPI Hollywood Correspondent
with satisfacticn. "I'm not all/owed t,: be shot. on soundstages.
HOLLYWOOD
H b.:11 e tiN say how much my picture
cost
-My picture, Private Property.'
movies are an abomination to me, but we
brought it in for eery
Is a dramatic story about a pair
(veryone save the amateur cam- 1.ttle compare
d with the avsrag
cf Things who move into an
traman and his proud family. but plCttlre.
abandon'ed house in an exclusive
W r.ter-director
has filmed a
Neighbors Unaware
heighboohood. Right from the befeature p:cture in his own home.
"More than 80 per cent -of 'he ginning
I decided to shoot iho
starring his wife, 'for the public-film- was shot right here in ire story
in my house.
Leslie Stevens, an easy-going
house, and in the vacant hoase
character with an abh.ranee of
next door. Our schedule was a
"Why not? This is an exclusive
studies. turned his house into a
mere 2E5 weeks. ariT things is ent neighborhood. I have a very nice
makeshift set and started the
so smocthly our neighbors v ..re house, and the place next d.or is
cameras whirring.
unaware that a MAI;
wa b, ng Empty. So why bother with s .tudio.
Utilizing his tieing'room, den, made."
patio and switOrning pool. he say.
Kate .Makes Entrance
Stevens' home IS a ralaabl.h.;
Stevens was interrupted by the
-44-e—fontune-inostaitha
ranch-st
yle place perched atop taA entrance of his dazzling blonde
overhead production coots and exHollywood hills overlooking
wife. Kate Manx, togged
ta. SS Crew requirements.
et St.ra_ Only a teW See.oS fitt:ng white slacks and inanformair- rraro Tve saved at least half were shot
away from home
cond.tioned blouse. For some rea-

opt •

--

son the subject changed abrupt
-This is my fu at movie," Ka.
said, stretching out on a couch.
"It seemed strange performing
in my own home, but once the
cameras began rolling I forgot all
about it.
"I must say. I worried about
the 40-man crew tearing up the
Place. bul they were as thoughtful
as if they were working on a
$100.000 set. Everything was left
in its place and nothing was broken. The catly catastrophe was
the loss cf our geraniums. They
were trampled during the swimming pool- sequences,"
Biggest problem during the filming was the hum of traffic and
noises • of the city drifting up. the
hills. Stevens' performers had to
shout over the din.
"We were shooting during the
big fire in Beverly Glen Canyon
which is just across the way,''
Stevens said. "Every time the
fire engines went by—which was
every IC, minutes—we had to start
over again.

Skin Diver Rides
Whale To Obtain
Underwater Picture

L'ItRA V, KENTUCKY

Tavern Owner's
Pair Of Buffalo
Are Hard To Keep
HENRY, III. — gjpg
Two
"vanishing Americans," a pair of
buffalo, are bein ghoused on Fred
Ely a farm near here for a tavern
ownei who wants to develop a
ZOO.
Max Eckhardt bought the buil

THURSDAY - — AUGUST 13, 1959
falo recently from a Nebraska
Cattle dealer for $250 apiece. Each
animal weighs 500 pounds.
Eckhardt said the animals are
gentle — they eat out of their
keeper's hand — but expensive.
For example. it cost $300 to ship
them here, due to an old railroad
regulation that considers buffalo
extremely dangerous.
Eckhardt apparently is trying
to bring a touch of the Old West

ta

Illinois for, along with the buffalo, he has three deer on the
farm and plans to buy two antelopes from the Brookfield Zoo in
Chicago.
Then he will have a home
"where the buffalo roam ana the
deer and the antelope play."

Read Our Classifieds

Mill Disposal
212 W. Washington

Paris, 1%-nn,

SALE

FRIDAY&SA TURD.
* DOUBLE FEATURE*
AIM. 10 being Herbert Hoover's 85th birthday, here he is
as he looks today, and when he was the Republican
party's
presidential nominee in 192$. He was Commerce secretar
y.

'Y I

IN THE ROLE
THAT FITS HIM
LIKE A GUN FITS
A HOLSTER!

with JULIE LONDON
HEADS TOGETHER ON MURDER—Carole Tregoff, 22. and her
attorney, Robert Neeb, partner of famed Hollywood lawyer
Jerry Giesler, confer in Loa Angeles Couaty jail, where she
is accused of helping Dr. Bernard Finch, 41, kill his wife.

'i0t - "ISLAND WOMEN" 1

Are You Planning To Be
Married Soon?

For quicker service, bring in your
glossy print.

FALL FASHION

1 Day Service

(2-column or desired size)

ON MOST CUTS

FABRICS

We have our own photo engrav
ing plant which
•ssures you prompt high quality
service.

Sensational Direct MILL PURCHASE of World Famous -COHN-HAL
L-MARXFall Fashion Fabrics.
Over '10.000 yards and at an unbelieveable low, low price!
Don't miss this sensational Fall Fabric Buy . . :Every y_ard First
Quality and Full
Bolts. 45- wide, all new Miracle Blends, idcal for Skirts, Suits, Jumpe
rs and Dresses!
* Reg. 1.95 yd. "Cohn-Hall-Marx"
Duvette
* Reg. '1.69 yd. "Cohn-Hall-Marx"
•
MAnteca
* Reg. '1.49 yd. "Con-Hall-Marx"
eloudaway
* R.
cgR jaig.a49 yd. "Cohn-Hall-Marx"

4

•

"FROM THE EARTH to the MOON"

FAMOUS "COHN-HALL-MARX"

ALL AT ONE UNBELIEVEABLE
LOW PRICE
......

Joseph Cotton

Bring your pictures to The Ledger and
Times fcrr clear, first quality cuts!

10,000 YARDS - REGULARLY 9.49 TO 9.98 YD.

* Reg. '1.69 yd. "Cohn-Hall-Marx"
Rufflore
* And Many Other Famous
"Cohn-Hall-Marx" Fall Fabrics

an -

in Color

TIMES PRAYER CRUSADE

AFTERMATH OF EXPLOSIVES TRUCK
IIILAST—A* Is Mary-Elise Unrath, who miraculously escaped
parked truck loaded with six
and a half tons with her life. She and
a girl friend were on the
of dynamite and explosive
fertilizer caught tire roof of a house
near the center of the blast area
from a burning buOding and
blew up like al when It occurred.
At
top, right, a youth walks
huge bomb In Roschurc, Ore.
At least eleven 'down what was one
of the main streets of this
per:ons were killed and a hundred
more were City of 13.000 resider.ts. At
injured, some serious7y. Propert
bottom is an aerial
y loss was esti- view of the ir..ddle
of Roseburg, showing the
mated in the millions. A s.x.-bloc
k
was wrecked and practically every square area, devastation wrought by the explosion,
building in-the I.-a bomb -crater, fifty
-T1.aill buttneas distr,ct
feet-W-drairseier and ten
was damaged. At top, left, In
fifteen Loci deep, can be seen in the center.

French-born.

Debra
'
Paget- -

WELLFLEET, Maas. (UPI) —
Philip Amero of East Dennis
thinks he may be the only person
ever to go riding on a whaie.
The rugged skin diving instructor had a group of pupils in a
boat a quarter mile outside Wellfleet Marbor when he saw four
He jumped overboard with the
hdpe of driving them into shallow
water where he" could photograph
them with an underwater camera.
But the whales didn't frighten.
So Amen, swain right up and
grabbed one by the dorsal fin.
'securing his hold by plunging a
I short knife into ..the whale's blubber..but not deep enough to hurt
the big mammal.
Not until one of the students
started up the boat's motor did
, the whale streak for the open
pecan. Amero estimates he trayeled 50 feet before he was washed
overboard.

BOSTON lun —Richard Cardinal
Custurig_aii ktoatoa Tuesday
called for a "crusade -of prayer
while S.„viet Premier Nikita. S.
Khrushchev is in this country
next month Cardinal Cusnini as.ii
he would recommend that .all tht
persons in ins archdiocese pray
for "vie ruled and rulers of Hu
sia, for nat:ons in bondage, ti
the sorrowful languishing in pr.
ons and
camps for Joffe,
ing people everywhere and I.r
universal peace."

ACTRESS SEEKS DIVORC'E
SANTA MONICA, Calif.
actre.ss Corinne Calvet Tuesday filed for a divorce
from actor Jeffrey Stone, to whom
she had been married fur four
years. Miss Calvet, 33, charged
extreme cruelty and sought custody cf their child. She and Stow
have been separated cloce 1..1‘
March.

0

For assistance with-write-ups about your
showers, teas, parties, etc., call our
Society Editor, Mrs. Lochie Landolt, phone
PL 3-4 707, she will appreciate
your call.
OUR PRINTING DEPARTMENT IS
with prompt, courteous service and ALSO READY TO SERVE YOU
first quality printing when you
are ready for your announcements.
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48 SEEKS DIVORCE
MONICA, Calif. Ilea -

. actress Corinne Catqt
hy filed for a divorce
' Jeffrey Stone, to whom
been married for four
as Calvet, 33. charged
ruelty and sought cuseir child. She and Stied
separated .ince 1. 111.

City water and sewage - -Trans- shady lot. $50000 down, balance
fer F.H.A. loan. Phone PL 3-2540. 10.11.A. loan. Phone PL 3-1408.
8-15C
8-14C

rt-r-"OR SALE

irTth-ArTHEITEL), spr- and mattress chrome dinette PLENTY
GOOD CYPRINS,
„3 pc metal porch furniture, poplar and oak lumber. Lake Stop
lf-size mattress, stoker with all Grocery. Miller and Shekell's Mill.
, ntrols. Phone PLaza 3-2815.
8-19P
8-1c
THREE BEDROOM BRICK House,
o NASH. ANY oirrut Cuisiderect near College, large lot, low down
8-15C
litact Murray Drive-1n Theatre. payment. Call PE 3-5309.

07.

Joseph Cotton

TH to

the MOON"

ACROSS

'URE *

I -Fuss
4-Attic
11-Partnat
12-Vehicle
13-Region
14-I.ater
15-Unit of
energy
14-French
philoaspher
18-Paper
measure WI
20- Measure
duration of 21-A continent

a

PER
Oes'
•

HOLSTER!

22-Damp
23-tirlppls
27-1ootlike gees
29-Through
30-Clieplcul
compound
3I-Sun god
32-Young boy
33 -it reek let ter
34-Faroe Wands
schtriwtnd
35-Movie award
37-1 tepot (abbr.:
34-Antlered
animal
39- Beloved
40-Observe
41-00nJunction
I2-Former
litmelan ruler
44-ilenus of

47-i'onanea
mime
;lye forth
•
freely
i/t. Man's name
14-Openwork
fabric
CS-felt of
SIsmese
currency
tp1.1
66-Withered
57-Hitter vetch

MEN"

V eeeeeday's

CROSSWORD PUZZLE ^"'we"°

*

DOWN

1.

•

1-rlenue of
me ides
3-1 hallenge
3-Musleat
Instruments
4- Yount; boys

18-Kative metal
6-Putrefy
7-Implled
11-Los, marshy
country
5-Emmet
10-Pedal digit
11-Abstract
tieing
17-Part of
"to be"
I9-Parent
(colloo.)
22-Marry
24-Three-toed
sloth
25 Sacred Imago
on
25-Comfort
2-5-rquidIty
30-Neerito
32-Irritahlie
persons
33-French for
"summer"
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REPRES4NrItATIViS

SS-Spanish for
44-Yte mama
45-Without end
46-Ro4ents
47-Resort
44-14ntall dhltd
49-Vs herl track
40-Conjunction

.4. . 4
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)
:
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But;ness Opportunities
4 ?.

alcinal

,

15

PRACTICALLY NEW Duo Therm
oil heater with 50 gallon Usi drum.
Heats four or (ice rooms. $20.0.
PLaza 3-1260.
8.715C
_
--

DQUMO EgM

• 37-Calm
28-Old patesu.

- .4
.27
:
3 1

12

Puzzle

:•.'.' 53
.....•

4,4#
gl
.

4

Time Finance Company Is
now accepting applications foe
men to train for managerial
position in rapidly expanding
consumer loan and (inane,
field.
Applicants must be age 23
to 32 with High School or betutst
oo
ifzi
e
ter education. To qutl
must be eager and
to learn.
Times Training program, is
geared to give fast as yon'can
learn training fast as you ass
able advancement. Good starting
salary with merit increase during training pericd plus other
excellent employee benefits. Car
allowance.
it or -Wale
For interview phcrt-A. C. Warner, Time' Thtillelet,
(ompany, 210 East Broadway,
Mayfield, Ky. Phone CII 7-2003.
8-14C

_

Dtatr• by , rimed Fealur, Soudicata. Inc.

0k at the way that ,
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'belt seeps circling back over thei aWP
'
tilt
.1114.
eve
W.Ison ly snap, oat Of exist/44, tiPvAy
e.ouria the Moon in a area said Quoting to Jon
Tail 10 s.
the Vramen
..1.4tite and return wit to &ANL He • Wilson bent CO one ot the clev• then did ne iced( et
1.4..1 Levy taunt Ceti 'fit , Spa(• in hi•
fter. The craft crrshed dow n
did
So
peeohules.
conceit/eel,
1Wineteen Wen Owe 11.404,eraa erty
hundred yards
Use 'Whet rens
The third style
minute Hammond onto the growl('
Lund. After
aner rolled
flied arid Hammond • zuzy emitisurie located anethet ot the peepholes away turn the iota
scorned certain to be Mr tomb. gmng
over and over until it *etched ma
ue and on past 'the Noon inte the and veered through the lens of
with a iou d impact against a
deeps of 'Moment. space He opened the tiny aperture..
the missile a all hitch to avoid ruing
massive boulder.
The lens was cleverly designed
P ut IS • iingering death
"Got him," an Id Quohba 105
Ham- to give • wide field of vision. It
His IOW& Moly ly stn.
mond *warns 111111.4 that se had sees
morning out eyes hot with fierce excitement.
frozen isreastly to Math. 1008 re' was a bright, sunny
Wits in said, "Gurth - Flab -deoed lag lateens* frictional heat caused on the rocky coast_ He could see
that flier beture
Esparret Nine,een filling bark to
ik
creaming into white stroy all trace of
waves
blue
elect
He
blikialg
a
W Leith iike
others find it here.,"
nit against the distant beach. It all
plantst
hi.
embodied seat
▪
He pushed open the concealed
vratei and was 'waken tw diabetict looked remarkably. familiar to
of what hit read in the aisht sky The
very door in the side of the carnoie
state
were in eenkluee where An Hammond, very lovely,
tinged lookout and ran out into
s.udg of eatetrieling hisa indicated peaceful.
and
Inc) Would De men vs.,i after his
the Vramen flier. the sunherit wit h Lund
saw
he
Until
life on Earth.
Quobtia close behind nim. HamHamWashed ashore and
It came suddenly into hp field
mond yielded to the impulse to
mond was fouact by • nuke wan with
vision. a long Vilma:tering
a pale blue face and taken to a of
arid follow and ran after them.
jets
or
winge
without
torpedo
ma*.
bide
The
cavern
isinuurlaged
His legs were a little snaky unWIL• flying
Rao Quota0a, end his people, celled partly transparent.
HOOnttn. Mite ed Hammond to he •
rather low, In steadily der him but the sun was a weland
elowly
uncl>
sPy of theta enerrimill.
coming brightness in his eyes and
Vrelieen Hammond demonstrated with tightening circles.
s diagram at the soon ayetem the insurely can't have found the wind from the sea was cicisn
"They
to
happened
in, erodible thins that bad
his face after the
us," Wilson said. -Their spy-rays and cold in
Mak
sterile conditioned air of the cataHammond learned that the iloomeo ewouldn't penetrate our shield."
atIto,* co:Keating thernacites from
He sounded worried pier the combstack by the Vramen who aaserted
He saw now that the whole
Control 01 all space and interstellar same, and Hammond understood
navigation. The Hoomen were builddid not understand front part of the torpedo-shaped
ing a star-ship Is which to make a why even if he
shields. flier was a crumpled wreck.
ItUrpria• nevagion of the planet ei- much about .p.,'-rays and
ther, ths tend of die Vramen. Ham- The Vrimen flier w • coming,
Certain sections of the hull or
mond haa volunteered for the. crew.
ever closer in Its cirelingse Final- fuselage w ere transparent ard
mid-air,
others were ot opaque and silvery
ly it poised motionless in
CHAPTER 11
nundreo feet above metal and it came to him as a
few
a
only
the
all
IRK HAMMOND met
masked lookout-post. Wilson minor sharp surprise that lb spite
members of the band. There the
of that the hull wac all of one
were thirty-two men and thirteen groaned.
"No doubt about it now. We've piece, wit h morn e parts ot its
women and all of them were tech•
to bring that flier down fast metal t rested to make then]
nIcharui or space - men carefully rot
before they can call more Vramen transparent.
chosen for a definite part In the
Qiiehhe tore aside an unhinged
he-c."
underground project.
rib Qtiobba's massive face door that now hung like a 'woken
Hammond looked in a kind of
ed w It h excitement "I'll jaw He squirmed into the interUnbelieving wonder at these fl a m
it down. Open the ceiling, ior of the wreck with Wilson and
people who were evidence of how bring
Lund after him, heading toward
Tamiess!"
14.r „humankind had spread front,
With eager quickness the little the wrecked forward part. '
Earth. It was only after a time
movthe
"They're dead --two of them!"
Mizartan swung aside
that he noticed how all of them
section m the ceiling of the She Vegan shouted.
able
ID'
more
even
stared at him with
, Hammond, crawling In atter
fake boulder. Quoblis was already
tcrest and awe.
the hare of the telescope-in- them, ell m psed beyond their
"To all of us," Wilson said, at
strument, and Hammond realized shoulders two men pinned and
v'"you're r a t her tncredible. The
suddenly that the thing was a crushed and almost hidden by
time from which you came Is the
crumpled metal plates and stanweapon.
dawn of titstory to its, and few
Quobba had jabbed switches chions. He was scrambling to folrecords ot It have nurvtved at all."
a low, powerful drone wall low them forward for a better
They were interrupted by the and
now coming from the base of the look when he heard a slight
hurried appearance of Shau Tam.
"telescope.' He sighted swiftly sound behind him.
ma& sie had come down from
lie turned, and then gaped like
then preseed a binton.
and
the earnouflaged lookout-post.
a fool. Bac k In the shadowy
A little puff of shining vapor
"Quobba.s getting worried," he
up from the end opaque mid-section of the flier, a
said. "There's a Vramen flier sprang elently
figure was moving. rising from
et- the tide,
cruising overhead, and ne
'Ilemmond had just time to the floor. This was no man but a
they may suspect our location.'
this were indeed a alman, for he glimpsed a mep of
Wilson's gaunt face became In- think that If
553 a singularly un• ashen-blonde hair as she got unetantly anxious. "I don't see how weapon It
then he steadily off the floor. She wrs
Impressive one, an
they could. But I'll go up"
thinking that very quick- young, and she was superb;y
He and Gurth Lund started up stopped
For as the little puff of vapor beach(ul.
rammer).
the spiral stair w t
Wide blue eyes still stunned by
upward it almont inetantly
sped
look
a
for
Hammond was hungry
shape and bal- shock stared at Hammond and rut
at the sky and he followed them, changed size and
beyond him. He
looned Into a whirling, shining the linemen
without anyone objecting.
bigger by the Weight that her face even now
Looking back, he saw that the vortex that got
when it was blank and dazed, was
lloomen were stopping work as split-second.
the moat beautiful he bid
The Vramen flier mad, a 'Mid - one of
the alarming report passed from
from there, ever seen, and one of the strongOne to another. Thry were be- den frantic 0-171rt aVolly
too late. One arm eat.
ginning to rather In anxious little but a shade
To Hammond, the strength- deexpanding vorgroups. tip In the room Inside the of the glittering,
tracted from the nenuty He retiler
the
of
tail
the
touched
tex
fake boulder were Ruth Quobba
the woman becanse hr telt
and that whole tail Section melted melted
and another man.
Instantly th -di in many way,- ,,he
smell that into dust. The flier plunged earthThe lookout was
t x spun on was h i s superior, and always
Hammond had to squeeze against "am but the v
stal glittering would be.
the pedestal of the telescope-Lke higher and higher,
(cont:nued 2 morrow,/
Arai greet-U.K.
Merriment to Fret In at all.
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SUNDowN,t'LL 60 CRAZY!!

j

Two Chevy middleweights prove their rawhide stamina!

SINGER CLEARANCE SALE. New
Singer Consoles were 51611.50 now
only $139.50. New Singer vacuum
cleaners only F.39.50. Two used
portables 11611.50. Two used vacuum
cleaners $19 50. /oar treadles.
$7.50 ZIG ZAC; SEWING Machine
only $5950 cash. Used Singer
GIRL'S 26-1N. BICYCLE IN good
Console $39.50. Contact Bill Adams,
condito.n. Call PLaza 3-1030.
201 South lath, PLaza 3-1757, Mur' 3-14c
TIC
ray.

by EDMOND HAMILTON

2 .

NO-TICE

DEAD STOCK REISIONED FILM
THREE POSITION BABY Stroller et stops service. Trucks dispatched
detachable canopy and carriage by two-way radio. Call colloid
basket. Excellent - condition. Phone fdayfleld. Phone 433. If so answer
PL 3-2448.
8-a5C etil collect Union Cite,
TIC
phone TV 5-936L

um MIDI
2111) VIREO
5",..„..
14,4nage

•

ir

I FEEL LIKE I'VE J16T GOT
TO BITE A CAT! I FEEL UICE
WI DCN'T E3ITE A CAT BEFORE

ENGLISH sErrka PUPS, 3 mo.
white and urange thrifty beauties,
8-13C
2
- registered. Arso facinter female, 15
- THREE BEDROOM FRAME house.
mo. Wh.te & lemon, partly broken,
l'HRE EHEDROOM BRICK Home, garage, utility nesen. gas heat,
reasonable. Green 0. Wilson Phot.e
College
on
Farm
on
roar.,
and
cated
doors
storm
windows,
.
8-15NC
PL 3-3538.

RD, Y.

I THE ROLE
'MT FITS HIM
KE A GUN FITS

SOMETIMES
WHEN I 6ETVP
IN THE
MORNINE,I
FEEL VERY
PECULIAR

NEW FALL WOOL SiCiRT lengths
$3.50, Dan River tier.goam 79e.
Carrimie and Pearl's Fabric Shop.
8-15C
North 1-Whivay.
ANY TYPE OF ELECTRICAL
work. W.gee arsulable 24 hours
!Aid rat need us.
a dteCall
.ctric Chita-030. TIC
DiU

)

LOST - a•FO

eiler:

1 BROWN PAPER 'Folder
e&n.oning contiacts and legal matter Alai) 1 black note beiok con. gig Inter State Engineettng
tAircraft material. Lott Wed.
between 13th
t Payne
Oth'u
Se. Please call PL 3-let
fated 7
8
•

HELP
CrI37k -1'A ACM

PAN Y

ooze
-Standard Coffee'
dr meno
house solicitors - lad
1st ran.
- to 'begin Monday. A
expenses paid Mod' pay
territory covers. Callaway, Graves
-and Marse.:1I counties,'No experience nec •ssary. Call FL 3-1437
rex appointment Mr. James Nash.
f

triitructions
AT
L V-—
t.ARN UP to $2.5.-WECK
'
home addressing encvelopes. Send
$100 for information and Instructions, _tp C. P. Wyatt, P. O. Bog
8202, Philadelphia 11, Pa. Morley
8-25C
Back Guarentee.

Top hands on high-country hauls!
nd
Ask any trucker who's been over this kind of treatment-a
ever!
Wolf. Creek Pass, 10,850 feet up they're going stronger than
Watch Chevy trucks at work
in the San Juans: a 9-mile pull to
a sight
the summit and low gear all the out in range country. It's
into
pack
they
way
the
see
of
to
Phillips
11,
C.
Mr.
dowh.
way
and
pastures
mountain
6403
high-up
has
a
Alamosa, Colorado,
rock
and a,6503 Chevrolet truck that handle through brush arid
cutting
are up over this route the year like a cowman's favorite
round, taking sheep and beef to horse. Take any truck work for
Marketing thrittock -that-matter:Chevy laiddkv.:4ights--variety
in Donver. In less than a year, probably handle a bigger
alive.
his Chevy middleweights have of jobs than any trucKs
itIclIldnamc,
you
anything
About
of
mil:4
50,000
about
averaged

ing work that used to be reserved
strictly for bigger rigs. When a
truck's built the way a Chevy,is,
lean-muscled and rawhide-tough,
it takes' to ugly trails the same
way Most trucks roll over the
highway. It just keeps going,
without a big to-do, but, looking
good every mile of the way. How
._
they &itis sour Cheirole_t
er's department. He'll be glad to
supply details and specifications
on the type of models you need.

No job's too tough Zor a Cho-J:7_7.7.i. t.:..-17:310 =law
(leale;•

Aro tour Inr4

[WANTED to RENT1
SMALL FARM WITH NICE ho-usj
See Hobby ,r Annette Cotes at
8-15Ne
420 So. fen St. Murray.
—
WANI

HOLCOMB CHEVROLET

TO•RfNT or IWY-1

4 TO 6 ROOM HOUSE. Pref- erably
with S large bedrooms. Write Bit I
8-14?
r ray.
WA,
- -NANCY

504

PLaza 3-2617

MURRAY, KY

MAPLE ST.

by Ernie Bushmiller
I'M SORRY I FORGOT
TO FILL YOUR WATER
PAN THIS MORNING

e-etr,

la Ls as won- AM ell.
C.. 19,91., WWI

Ott,

by Al Capp
—[IL' ABNER
AMER Siain

LARE YOL..1
CARR`,I NG
l'OUR
ATOMIC
POCKET
M ICROSC_OPE.
FOSDICK,
DE_ R 7

??-SOMETHING
DROPPED!!-cHticki-E!I T \NAS MEREL`l THAT
PEBBLE NELSON
SHR1NKAFELLER
PICKED UP AS A

SOU'VEN IR

" 40E:

??-G4Spr,

by Raeburn Van Rums

ABBIE an' SLATS
0-10W DOWN, SAILOR. YOU
KNOW 'bORE A PRETTY
LUCKY

N AT U RAL

I HEARD THEM TALKING ALL OF 'EM WANTED
TO DUMP YOU SIX
EEP"°t
.77HBUtT2E
FA
•''''''N0,44re • SKIPPER -

- THAT YOU
SPZIPPER SAYS NO,
WERE TO BE LEFT ALONE;
AND WHAT THE SKIPPER I../
SAYS -THE OTHERS

DO- OR ELSE!!

1%
Tv'

(it I

-THE skippER-

r"---

mg
11

t.

ii 4,4IA,..

-

• .a.

WELL,THEN I OUGHT
7t) SAV "THANK YOU TO
WHEN
WE MEET UP!

,
T
C.

u s no

.
•
da,
••••••••• 1,14cor
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Reunion...
Continued from Page One
and percentages of classes attending college: class of 19.144%
attended with 40% graduated:
class r•f •40. 75% attended and
45% graduated.
Mrs. Rob Huie and Mrs. Ed
Cr:frill planned the day's activities.
Class of 1940 attending:
Ray Treon. Jr.. of Cleveland
Ile.ghts, Ohio; Miss Freeda L.
Smith of Richmond Heights. Missouri; Dan Hutson and Mrs. Hutson of Murray; cretchel Hamrick
moss and husband, Gillard Ross
of Murray: Marjorie Sfircat-fluie
and Robert W. Huie. Murray; Dr.
Lunar White and Mrs. White o$
Friendship 'Tennessee: FredSthulw of Murray; Russell Mbert
Parker and Mrs. Parker, of Murray: Prances Sledd 0Im =and
huband. Max L. Olson cf E•arISHAWAII HONEYMOON - Its a
viile. Indiana; Charles Ma.oin
Hawaii honeymoon for actress
Baker and Mrs. Baker cf MurMargaret 0 Bnen and commerray: Burnett Keys Farley and
cial artist Harold Robert Allen,
Mrs. Farley of Murray: Hal K.
shown getting the license in
Kingiris and Mrs. Kingins of
Los Angeles for their Aug. 8
Murray: Ncble McDougal and
wedding in Brentwood church.
of Frankfort,
Mrs. McDougal
Kentucky: G. W. Gardner and
Mrs. Gardner of Monticello. IIliners; Herbert Lax. Jr.. and Mrs.
Lax of Fern Creek. Kentucky;
Rupert Woodall and Mrs. Vrto,.elContinued from Pane One
all of Paducah, Kentucky: Tha- ence Rohwedel.” as asastaa6
mes H. Farley of Ci,:umbius.
The center i. located IL Us.
Oig;dKv
.
Rudolph and M
risretwn beak.
Oft1w skIrtr.;•
Rasiolph. .of .-Padueeh,-- Kensticity:tnnk. behind the Cotiegiate Retta.
Sherrill Outland and MI-S. Out- urant Completely remocieler. toe
land of Murray; Marjorie Wall large area accornodates twelve
1-use-ster and husband. Lynn Las- lane The new AMF equipment
site:- cf Murray; Alfred Young I aut.maticatly replaces pins, autcand Mis
-. IrOdrig -oS Murray: Ke:th m:d.cally• snows which pins ale
Kennedy of Murray; .1,,hn Who.- standing. and autoniatically_re.n /len Farmer of Murray
balls t.., the bowler. An advertisement on the open:a; will apj . .-ir
in inmornes's Ledger and Times.
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WE STOCK
the
Choicest Of Meats
and
Best Varieties of Foods
For Our Customers

Continued from Page One

so

•

•

-

7442

•
GOV'T INSP. - GRADE A
FIELD
"BEST GRADE"

SLICED

BACON

---1112D---WRITEAS visit u.g.
NEW YORK Mg - Eight Soviet
wr:ters and journalists toured New
York Wednesday on Inc first leg
of a two-week American visit- ,
str-ietty as -tourists paying .41sear
ceerf-way. -The -w-rrtng moressrod
in the Sov:et Union is a well pod
ne."' said Mrs. T. U. Mamedow.
cultural attache to the S. vier em-'
74ro the
Wry
...froro a vislt Such as
tnis."

- I Farmington: Mrs. Hedley Swift.
RC 3. Benton; Mrs. Vermin JackMin, 109 No. 5th.; Mrs. MarvIn
sc.att anti baby boy Rt. 1, Hardin: Mrs. Bobby Johns-n and babe
*ad_ 1106 Pogue St : Th-4nka
David Me-Neely. Lynn . Grove;
lliriliarn Marval Shart. Frt. 2; 6.
B. Farley. 102 9th.; Hal Madsin
Burt.. Rt. 1, Kirksey; Mrs Jerry
Lents and baby by. Rt. 1. BentNIXON ASKED TO GAMF.;
on: Thomas Chesley Scruggs. Hazel: Mrs. Woodrtw Tarry. Lyr.n
--Miryor Richard
CHICAGO
Grove; Mrs- He--ctIll. Barram.
J 'Tatty Monday asked Vice PnesBox, 122. Calvet' City; J':.hruly
:dent'Richard M Nixon to take r
Pkirkeen._13.1-_1_-11.17_
4.
.•
irin--PresIdenT Innen notice r's
Barrow. and bc...iy• boy. Rt. 2.
vening the Pan Arnerican Games
Haze!: Mrs. Dan Charlt, n and
he-e Aug. 27 The President had
baby boy. 201 No. 17th : Miss
to cancel plans t:, appear 'because;
Debcrah Faye Hendricks. Rt. 1.
trip
his Sur
_ peen
Benton: 0 S. Farley 102 So.
9th
On August 3. 1942. Mildred rt
Patients dismissed from Monday
MacFee was colnquesioned ;
en
10:30 a. m. to Wednesday 9:30
lieuter.snt in :he Navy to be-s.ime
a. m.
first rowan nff:cer of that
Mrs •8:ss, Mar, 102 Spruce: the
later heading me St/AVP
serv,ce.
Lube W Treas. 561 No. 6th.;
Mr
, Tazz Thirrit ri. Rt 4: Mike
W.iliarns. 500 No 2nd.: Mrs. Lila Pirks. RI 2. Mrs. liasten Wrigt • •
Drinkard. Rt. 2: Mrs. Wily Dan, Rt. 1: Mrs. 0 8 Boone and
Orr and baby boy. Rt. 1. Lyser baby tx.y. Rt 1. Miss Eieveriy
Grove: Miss Rachael Claudine Underh.11. Rt 2. Dover. Tenn.;
Wh.te. 221 Si. 12th., Wm. Har- Parker Harrel,. Rt. 2: Mrs. Hugh
r.son Harp. Rt. 2. Dover. Tenn4- Paul - 2201 La wndale Detroit 9.
Mrs. Hervey 23aanamg.._ 4.10 W..
-SY B. rar:ey.._ 102 S. 9th.:
9th, Bentan, Milburn W. Haynes. Mrs Preston Southard. Rt. 4:
(Expired: Rt. 4; Joe William Mrs .1:yoe Barnett. 304 So. 11th.

Comp!ete Variety of MORRELL

LUNCH MEATS

!
WHOLE 27

PICNIC
STYLE

FIELD_ TENDERIZED
Shank Portion

3- to 6-Lb.

Average

3W

Made Fresh at Parker's

4W

25
BAR-B-Q CHICKENS
INSTANT
lb

•

FOLGERS
COFFEE
CARROTS. Calif. Fresh PEACHES
SNOWDRIFT
YELLOW FREESTONE-". In Heavy Syrup

99

Delicious

ea

6-oz. jar 79c

1-1b. cello bag

VANILLA

lot

STRAWBERRY

25'

HOCOLATE

21! CAN

24-can case $1
"'89
a

ICE CREAM

"THE PURF VFGET-ABLE SHORTENING"

3 lb. can 69

4W

quart49t

Field. - 4-lb. ctn.

Jumbo Pies 39.

with bottles

Pure Lard - 49'4

deposit
Carton

Dozen

Big Brother - 15-oz. can

BABY FOOD-.
mccoRmicK ..4.Lb.
BLACK PEPPER.
SKINNER MACARONI
PORK and BEANS
AMERICAN ACE' TEA.
1 PA1MOUVE
1-P
PALMOLIVE
SHORT CUT ELBOW - Large 10-oz.

VAN CAMP - 16oz.

WITH GI ASS

•

'4-Lb.

3cans 2W
29
19e
2for 29
3W
9for 2W

IT HAD TO COME-The small car pr7alation gets this reTgnition t flufstra college in Hempstead, N. Y. Hofstra's
small car parking area has 101 ben)* where there used
to be only 64 parking places for the conventional size cars.

p
.

34c

D

45e

Big Brother

ALL-MEAT VIENNA SAUSAGE
D-CON. Kills Rats and Mice
KAISER FOIL, 25-ft. roll

$3.99

2 cans$1.639(
4
33e

2-Ply Paper Napkins
SCOT

SCOTKINS

2 for 3rit

SCOTT TISSUE

2 for 25`t

SCOTT SOFT-WOVE

2 for 250

SCOTT CUT-RITE,,125-ft.
Light Chunk

STAR-KIST TUNA
E

29#

'3 cans 890

Giiffit
size
NERGINE
LIGHTER pt. 29t

JOHNSON'S WAX

VEL POWDER
Large Size

79t

VEL LIQUID

36e

Mr maim;
!yr miken.d MI;

32*

respialS=
/

Reg. Size

FAB
Reg. Sire

HOME LAUNDRY SIZE
soy 1 an !. to
Gat 411 fcr ti

0C25et

BEEF STW

H. J. HEINZ STRAINED

a

4

Butt Portion

KRAFt "MIRACLE WHIP" SALAD DRESSING

STEELWORKERS SALLY-Striking Steetworkerstisten solemnly as USW District Director John F. Murray blaste steel
management at a rally in Pittsburgh. Steelworkers President David J. McDonald sent a rally messrge from New
York citing -incredible arrogance of the steel industry."

111

•

Famous...

F Murray Hospital j

13, 195q

AUGIT°T

TEUR‘;1).1Y

LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

AJAX

2 for 29#

Giant Size

SUPER SUDS

PARKE

e.

790

%MONT LAMM
melon mown ow

I%

Oa.

FOOD
MARKET

